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About This Game

This game is a 2D top town shooter which principal gameplay feature is a special shooting mechanics. Your weapons fire tothe
rhythm of the music: one shot at every beat, so pay your attention to music while surrounded by the enemies!

You're a single operative with a mission to infiltrate the office of GeneWeaver, a biotech research corporation. Something went
terribly wrong there: an experimental virus strain broke out of containment on one of the floors, so now the building is full of

disgusting mutated abominations that were just ordinary people several hours earlier. Looks like you don't have a choice but to
fight them if you want to stay alive!

Your primary goal is quite simple: deal with situation, following by the instructions from your HQ, and eliminate the threat of
global pandemic. To achieve this, you have to pass through several totally infested floors.

Features of the game:

Rhythm-shooting mechanic. Your weapon fires in resonance with the beat of background music. It seems that rhythms
disrupt twisted nervous system of the mutants, while regular firearms seem to be totally useless against them.

Story-driven gameplay. Go through the chain of missions: interact with environment, receive messages from the
Headquarters. Stay alive as long as possible by eliminating mutants and collecting first-aid kits. Burn the threat while it’s
insignificant, do not let the apocalypse break outside!
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Interested to see where this one goes, but as of now, doesn't have a whole lot of content to warrant the price tag, somewhat
expected from early access.

Enemies spawn infinitely and chase you down at max speed, occasionally getting caught on obstacles, and even more rarely,
spawning out of bounds. No distinction between enemies besides visually as of now, nor are there bosses or anything else.

The music used in the game was pretty decent, even though I'm not huge on electronic music, but it was ok, didn't stick out to
me as anything that I'd listen to repeatedly. There was a glitch where the music would cut out, the other sound effects, which
there aren't many of, would still play, but the music would come back when it felt like it, pretty much.

The firing mechanic is interesting, but it's very difficult to get to work, the weapon is tied to one instrumental stem in the song
audio's mix, sometimes as a part of syncopated rhythms, which I assumed was just gong to be a static 4\/4 rhythm you had to
shoot to. I ended up holding down the mouse button and never letting go, because it's easier, but either increasing the hit window
and\/or making it clearer to the player what you have to listen for in the song mix will solve this problem. In level 3, I had no
idea what part of the song I was shooting to, besides the snare, which was jarring.

The turret usage didn't really make much sense, the bars at the bottom would charge up, then it would say that the turret is
ready, but you only have a one second window to place the turret, or you can't use it for some reason, turrets would also
disappear for no reason after a few seconds occsaionally.

Upgrades as of now are hard to get, with some enemies dropping 1 or 2 credits, which with infinitely spawning enemies, is a
struggle to get them before they inevitably despawn. I played long enough to unlock the SMG, but it didn't feel any different
than the starting pistol.

Steam achievements are either too easy to get, or would take a massive amount of grinding. The game was ok for what it was, I
got a half hour of content out of it, beat all three levels and died once on each level, just out of a lack of knowing where to
go\/what to do, and because pressing Q or E for health or armor replenishment (respectively) was super finnicky and only
worked if I spammed the buttons repeatedly, maybe you have to use those on the beat, too? Either way, that wasn't made clear at
all, but there's not enough content or variety to warrant replayability. There's potential here, but that's more or less it.

With how much content is available relative to the price, and considering how long the game has been in early access, though I'd
love if the game had all these things addressed, as well as accomplish what the developers said they wanted to for a full release, I
can't in good faith give it a positive recommendation. However, I'm willing to rescind that if the status of the game changes, for
sure.
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